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Abstract

We analyze the relaxation of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) under an
increasing number of vaccinations in Germany. For the spread of SARS-CoV-2 we
employ a SIR-type model that accounts for age-dependence and includes realistic
contact patterns between age groups. The implementation of NPIs occurs on changed
contact patterns, improved isolation, or reduced infectiousness when, e.g., wearing
masks. We account for spatial heterogeneity and commuting activities in between
regions in Germany, and the testing of commuters is considered as a further NPI. We
include the ongoing vaccination process and analyse the effect of the B.1.617.2 (Delta)
variant, which is considered to be 20%− 60% more infectious then the currently
dominant B.1.1.7 (Alpha) variant. We explore different opening scenarios under the
ongoing vaccination process by assuming that local restrictions are either lifted in early
July or August with or without continued wearing of masks and testing. Our results
indicate that we can counteract the resurgence of SARS-CoV-2 despite the Delta variant
with appropriate timing for the relaxation of NPIs. In all cases, however, school children
are hit the hardest.

Author summary

One of the greatest challenges within the Covid-19 pandemic is to identify the timing
and amount of non-pharmaceutical interventions (face masks, travel bans, school
closures, etc). In the year 2021 more and more people are vaccinated. When can we
finally lift all restrictions and stop wearing masks? In order to provide more insights to
this question, we use a mathematical model which is capable of simulating the effects of
non-pharmaceutical interventions in Germany while accounting for age-dependent
factors as well as commuting activities between regions. We include the vaccination
process and analyse the much more infectious Delta coronavirus variant. We simulate
scenarios that consider the timing of the return to pre-pandemic contacts as well as
when to suspend wearing masks and testing. Our results show that a later opening by 1
August in combination with masks and testing reduces the chance of a further infection
wave considerably. In all of our scenarios, the infection manifests in the younger age
groups.
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Introduction 1

After one and a half years, the coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) continues to have a 2

tremendous impact on daily life in many countries. Even though the vaccination process 3

is rapidly progressing in Germany, full immunity is still far from achieved. Due to 4

missing vaccine production capacities and logistic challenges, it will take at least a few 5

more months until enough people are vaccinated [1]. Even then, it remains questionable 6

whether the vaccination readiness of the population is sufficiently high in order to reach 7

the herd immunity threshold [2]. However, maintaining compliance with restrictions 8

within the population becomes more challenging as the duration of the pandemic 9

increases, e.g. the risk perception does not vary systematically with case numbers in 10

April 2021 in Germany [3] suggesting strong habituation effects. With a decreasing 11

incidence, relaxation of measures is inevitable and desirable to minimize economic and 12

social costs. Hence, a cautious relaxation of measures in lockstep with increasing 13

vaccination success is generally considered advisable [2, 4, 5]. 14

The aim of this paper is to simulate different NPI relaxation strategies in Germany 15

and analyze their consequences while the number of vaccinations continues to rise. We 16

specifically investigate the effect on the younger age groups. To this end, we employ our 17

previously developed SIR-type model [6]. In this model, we account for the 18

age-dependence of the severe acute respiratory syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) 19

and include realistic contact patterns between age groups. The implementation of NPIs 20

occurs on changed contact patterns, improved isolation, or reduced infectiousness when, 21

e.g., wearing masks. In order to account for spatial heterogeneity, we use a graph 22

approach and we include high-quality information on commuting activities combined 23

with traveling information from social networks. We expand our model by new 24

compartments to represent the dynamics of the ongoing vaccination process. 25

Additionally, we implement the effect of the B.1.617.2 (Delta) Coronavirus variant, 26

which is considered to be 20%− 60% more infectious then the currently dominant 27

B.1.1.7 (Alpha) variant. We do not intend to provide precise forecasts with our 28

simulations. Instead, we focus on the comparison of different strategies based on our 29

mathematical model that was already validated in [6]. 30

Only few studies analyze the effect of NPIs during the ongoing vaccination process. 31

Patel et al. [7] introduce an agent based SEIR-type model for North Carolina, which 32

simulates different vaccine coverage and efficacy scenarios with NPIs without spatial 33

heterogeneity. Moore et al. use an approach similar to ours for the UK [2,8]. The focus 34

of these studies is on the vaccine efficacy and coverage without distinguishing between 35

different types of NPIs. Bauer et al. [4] and Viana et al. [9] examine NPI relaxation 36

strategies without spatial heterogeneity in the EU and Portugal, respectively. All of 37

these studies are tailored to their specific region, and to our knowledge no such study 38

exists for Germany. Here, Maier et al. [10] discuss the benefits of delaying the second 39

dose of the vaccine without specific focus on NPIs, and the comment [5] generally 40

stresses the lift of restrictions in pace with vaccination. In this paper we want to 41

specifically look at the effect of the timing of NPI release, as well as the subsequent 42

effect of masks and testing while accounting for the impact of school holidays and more 43

contagious variants like the Delta variant in the different age groups. 44

The paper is structured as follows: First, we introduce the mathematical model. 45

Then, we define scenarios with different relaxation strategies and NPIs. Finally, we 46

present the simulation results and discuss their implications for future decisions on NPI 47

relaxations. 48
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Mathematical model 49

The base model in this paper corresponds to our previously developed SIR-type model 50

in [6]. In order to sufficiently represent reality with our compartmental model, we use 51

two key ingredients: First, we divide the total population into different age groups that 52

each have their own set of epidemiological parameters as well as their own contact 53

patterns. These patterns represent the connectivity between each age group. Second, we 54

define a graph, where each node represents a single county in Germany with its own 55

SIR model and the edges represent the commuting activity from one county to another. 56

This approach allows us to explicitly consider important spatial information like local 57

infection clusters. 58

Our original model consists of the following compartments: Susceptible (S), healthy 59

individuals without immune memory of SARS-CoV-2; Exposed (E), who carry the virus 60

but are not yet infectious to others; Carrier (C), who carry the virus and are infectious 61

to others but do not yet show symptoms (they may be pre- or asymptomatic); Infected 62

(I), who carry the virus, are infectious and show symptoms; Hospitalized (H), who 63

experience a severe development of the disease; In Intensive Care Unit (U); Dead (D); 64

and Recovered (R), who cannot be infected again. In the following, the addition of 65

vaccination and the Delta variant is presented. 66

SIR-type model with vaccination 67

We expand the model with compartments Partially Vaccinated (Spv), individuals that 68

have received the first dose of the vaccine; Partially Vaccinated Exposed (Epv) who 69

carry the virus despite being partially vaccinated but are not yet infectious to others; 70

Partially Vaccinated Carrier (Cpv); Partially Vaccinated Infected (Ipv); Partially 71

Vaccinated Hospitalized (Hpv); Partially Vaccinated In Intensive Care Unit (Upv). 72

Additionally, the compartment that we previously defined as “Recovered” will now be 73

considered as “Immune”, since we do not make any distinction between individuals who 74

went through the infection process and those who received the second vaccine dose. 75

To account for the vaccination, we make a number of simplifying assumptions in our 76

model. We equate fully vaccinated people after three weeks to those who gained 77

immunity by recovering from Covid-19 (100% immune) while in the literature different 78

vaccines show different effectiveness after about 1 week of administering the second 79

dose [11, 12]. Partially vaccinated people can still get infected, be infectious to others or 80

experience a severe course of infection [11,12]. Here, we also rather conservatively 81

assume that this reduced protection takes effect 3 weeks afters the first dose. We use 82

the probabilities given in the letters section of [11] (14-20 days after first dose) for the 83

chance to get infected, hospitalized, severely infected or dead after the first vaccine dose. 84

We will discuss how we include these chances in detail below for eq. (22). 85

In order to model commuter testing, we use the compartments C+ and I+ from [13] 86

for carriers or infected as well as their partially vaccinated counterparts C+
pv and I+pv 87

who are tested positive while commuting. The compartment C+ does not have any 88

natural influx and only depends on the number of commuters and testing rates defined 89

between counties on a daily basis. I+ has only influx from C+ and can also increase 90

due to testing results. 91

The model is visualized in Fig. 1. To resolve age-specific disease parameters, we
divide the totality of people N into i = 1, . . . , n = 6 different age groups defined in
Table 1. Thus, all of our compartments have an age-dependence that we indicate by the
subscript i. We also use Z :=

⋃n
i=1Zi :=

⋃n
i=1{Si, Ei, Ci, Ii, Hi, Ui, Ri, Di, ...} as a

place holder for all age-dependent compartments. We write the whole systems of
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Fig 1. SIR-type model with vaccinations. SIR-type model for one German
county. We omit the age-dependence index i as well as the compartments C+ and I+

for clarity; the blue boxes represent compartments that have been newly added for the
vaccination model; see [6] for a full description of the parameters. Here,
CA =

∑n
j=1 Cj + Cpv,j and IA =

∑n
j=1 Ij + Ipv,j .

equations as

dSi
dt

= −Siρi
n∑
j=1

φi,j
0.5(Cj + Cpv,j) + β̃j(Ij + Ipv,j)

Nj
, (1)

dEi
dt

= Siρi

n∑
j=1

φi,j
(Cj + Cpv,j) + β̃j(Ij + Ipv,j)

Nj
− 1

TCi

Ei

Ei, (2)

dCi
dt

=
1

TCi

Ei

Ei −

(
1− µRi

Ci

T IiCi

+
µRi

Ci

TRi

Ci

)
Ci, (3)

dC+
i

dt
= −

(
1− µRi

Ci

T IiCi

+
µRi

Ci

TRi

Ci

)
C+
i , (4)

dIi
dt

=
1− µRi

Ci

T IiCi

Ci −

(
1− µHi

Ii

TRi

Ii

+
µHi

Ii

THi

Ii

)
Ii, (5)

dI+i
dt

=
1− µRi

Ci

T IiCi

C+
i −

(
1− µHi

Ii

TRi

Ii

+
µHi

Ii

THi

Ii

)
I+i , (6)

dHi

dt
=
µHi

Ii

THi

Ii

Ii +
µHi

Ii

THi

Ii

I+i −

(
1− µUi

Hi

TRi

Hi

+
µUi

Hi

TUi

Hi

)
Hi, (7)

dUi
dt

=
µUi

Hi

TUi

Hi

Hi −

(
1− µDi

Ui

TRi

Ui

+
µDi

Ui

TDi

Ui

)
Ui, (8)

dSpv,i

dt
= −Spv,iρ

pv
i

n∑
j=1

φi,j
0.5(Cj + Cpv,j) + β̃j(Ij + Ipv,j)

Nj
, (9)
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dEpv,i

dt
= Spv,iρ

pv
i

n∑
j=1

φi,j
(Cj + Cpv,j) + β̃j(Ij + Ipv,j)

Nj
− 1

TCi

Ei

Epv,i, (10)

dCpv,i

dt
=

1

TCi

Ei

Epv,i −

(
1− µRi,pv

Ci,pv

T IiCi

+
µRi,pv
Ci,pv

TRi

Ci

)
Cpv,i, (11)

dC+
pv,i

dt
= −

(
1− µRi

Ci

T IiCi

+
µRi

Ci

TRi

Ci

)
C+

pv,i, (12)

dIpv,i
dt

=
1− µRi,pv

Ci,pv

T IiCi

Cpv,i −

(
1− µHi,pv

Ii,pv

TRi

Ii

+
µHi,pv
Ii,pv

THi

Ii

)
Ipv,i, (13)

dI+pv,i
dt

=
1− µRi

Ci

T IiCi

C+
pv,i −

(
1− µHi

Ii

TRi

Ii

+
µHi

Ii

THi

Ii

)
I+pv,i, (14)

dHpv,i

dt
=
µHi,pv
Ii,pv

THi

Ii

Ipv,i +
µHi

Ii

THi

Ii

I+pv,i −

(
1− µUi,pv

Hi,pv

TRi

Hi

+
µUi,pv
Hi,pv

TUi

Hi

)
Hpv,i, (15)

dUpv,i

dt
=
µUi,pv
Hi,pv

TUi

Hi

Hpv,i −

(
1− µDi

Ui

TRi

Ui

+
µDi

Ui

TDi

Ui

)
Upv,i, (16)

dRi
dt

=
µRi

Ci

TRi

Ci

(Ci + C+
i ) +

1− µHi

Ii

TRi

Ii

(Ii + I+i ) +
1− µUi

Hi

TRi

Hi

Hi +
1− µDi

Ui

TRi

Ui

Ui, (17)

+
µRi,pv
Ci,pv

TRi

Ci

(Cpv,i + C+
pv,i) +

1− µHi,pv
Ii,pv

TRi

Ii

(Ipv,i + I+pv,i) (18)

+
1− µUi,pv

Hi,pv

TRi

Hi

Hpv,i +
1− µDi

Ui

TRi

Ui

Upv,i, (19)

dDi

dt
=
µDi

Ui

TDi

Ui

(Ui + Upv,i). (20)

Except for the age-dependent transmission risk ρi and the isolation and quarantine
of infected β̃i defined in Table 1, we use the parameter ranges and age groups as
gathered and described elaborately in [6, Table 1 & 2]. We use the variables T ∗2∗1 for the
time spent in state ∗1 ∈ Zi before transition to state ∗2 ∈ Zi and µ∗2∗1 for the probability
of a patient to go to state ∗2 from state ∗1. The transmission risk ρi = ρi(t) depends on

the base transmission risk ρ
(0)
i given in Table 1 and the seasonality sk(t) in eq. (28),

and we define

ρi(t) = sk(t)ρ
(0)
i , i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}. (21)

Note that we include the share of the Delta variant later on by increasing the 92

transmission risk over time in eq. (30). 93

In order to derive the conditional probabilities µ∗2,pv∗1,pv for the partially vaccinated, we
first define the probabilities

P (Ipv) = pIP (I) (22)

P (Hpv) = pHP (H) (23)

P (Upv) = pUP (U) (24)

P (Dpv) = pDP (D) (25)

to get infected, hospitalized, severely infected or dead after having already received the 94

first vaccine dose. Here, p∗, ∗ ∈ I,H,U,D is a reduction factor given in the letters 95
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section of [11] and is listed in Table 1. Further, P (∗), ∗ ∈ I,H,U,D is the probability 96

for an unvaccinated and susceptible individual to end up in the respective compartment. 97

For example, the parameter pI = 0.52 means that a healthy individual who has received 98

their first dose of vaccination is 48% less likely to get infected than an individual who 99

has not received any vaccination yet. 100

We do not explicitly require values for P (∗) or P (∗pv) but use the conditional
probabilities

µH,pvI,pv = P (Hpv|Ipv) =
P (Hpv ∩ Ipv)

P (Ipv)
=
P (Hpv)

P (Ipv)
=
pHP (H)

pIP (I)
=
pH
pI
P (H|I) =

pH
pI
µHI

µU,pvH,pv = P (Upv|Hpv) =
P (Upv ∩Hpv)

P (Hpv)
=
P (Upv)

P (Hpv)
=
pUP (U)

pHP (H)
=
pU
pH

P (U |H) =
pU
pH

µUH

µD,pvU,pv ≈ µ
D
U .

In our model, people only die after admission to ICU. The case fatality rate (CFR) after 101

one dose of vaccination is therefore calculated by the chain of reduced probabilities of 102

being hospitalized, then going to the ICU, and finally dying. The probabilities against 103

severe courses (hospitalization and ICU) are significantly reduced. However, the 104

probability of dying from the ICU is not reduced. Here, we presume that the once 105

vaccinated only go to ICU if they have pre-existing conditions and then have the same 106

chance of dying in the ICU as the unvaccinated. Hence, the reduced CFR is calculated 107

by the reduced probabilities before going to the ICU, not by the mortality in the ICU 108

itself. Since vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals die with the same probability in 109

the ICU, the distinct parameter µD,pvU,pv does not appear in our equations (1)– (20) or in 110

Figure 1. 111

Table 1. Additional or adjusted parameters in comparison to the full list given in [6, Table 2].

range in age group meaning

param. 0-4 5-14 15-34 35-59 60-79 80+ age group i

ρ
(0)
i [0.028, 0.056] [0.070, 0.098] [0.11, 0.14] [0.21, 0.28] base transmission risk of Alpha variant

k [0.1, 0.3] seasonality parameter

β̃i sigmoidal curve from [0.0, 0.2] to [0.4, 0.5] isolation and quarantine of infected

pI [0.52] reduces probability of infection when vaccinated

pH [0.3] reduces probability of hospitalization when vaccinated

pU [0.35] reduces probability of ICU when vaccinated

pD [0.35] reduces probability of death when vaccinated

The system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (1)– (20) is solved using the 112

adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg45 (RKF45) method [14]. We use Monte Carlo runs 113

with 1000 simulations with epidemiological parameters sampled from a uniform 114

distribution based on the ranges from Table 1 and [6, Table 2]. 115

Vaccination strategy 116

The start values for the number of partially and fully vaccinated people are taken from 117

the RKI database [15]. The values are taken 21 days prior to the start date of the 118

simulation to account for the time that it takes for the vaccine to be effective [11]. Also 119

based on the daily vaccine capacities provided by the RKI database [15], we transfer 120

individuals to other compartments during the simulation. Thus, a portion of the 121

susceptible population S is transferred to the partially vaccinated compartment Spv. 122
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Similarly, a portion of the partially vaccinated population Spv is transferred to the 123

immune compartment R. 124

Let V (t) be the number of available vaccines on day t. For V (t), we assume that the 125

vaccination capacity stays constant from the beginning of the simulation. Then, D1(t) 126

denotes the number of individuals that receive their first shot of the vaccine on day t. 127

We calculate the number of people D2(t) that receive their second vaccine dose on day t 128

by 129

D2(t) = D1(t− tgap), (26)

and the number of new partially vaccinated people based on what is left over from V (t),
namely

D1(t) = V (t)−D2(t). (27)

Here, tgap is the number of days between the administration of the first and second dose 130

of the vaccine. In our simulation this is set to 51 days, as the weighted average of the 131

vaccination gap of the different vaccine types that are currently in use in Germany [15]. 132

This is done for each age group separately and the distribution of the vaccines is 133

evenly divided between them based on the population within each age group. As the 134

prioritization for older people has been in effect in Germany until June, most people of 135

these prioritized age groups have at least already received their first vaccine dose by the 136

beginning of our simulation. The age groups 0− 4 and 5− 14 years are excluded from 137

receiving any vaccines due to a lack of studies and since the vaccination commission in 138

Germany has not recommended it yet [16]. Additionally, as soon as 80% of vaccine 139

saturation is reached within an age group, it will no longer receive any vaccinations and 140

all leftover doses are instead evenly divided between the other age groups, while still 141

being excluded from the two young age groups. 142

Seasonality & NPIs 143

We keep the seasonality factor from [6], namely

sk(t) := 1 + k sin

(
π

(
t

182.5
+

1

2

))
, (28)

which adjusts the base transmission risk in eq. (21), where t is the day of the year and 144

k ∈ [0.1, 0.3]. The chosen parameter k will yield scenarios with modest seasonal 145

influences, i.e. a relative reduction of 18.2%− 46.2% in transmissibility between winter 146

an summer. With seasonality, we account for increased outdoor contacts during the 147

summer, as opposed to more indoor contacts during the winter and other 148

epidemiological factors regarding seasonality. A recent study [17] shows that the 149

seasonality effect could be slightly higher, i.e. 42% (25%− 53% CI) which corresponds 150

to k = 0.26. Note that a higher seasonality would dampen the infection numbers, but 151

the exact value remains under discussion as per-country comparison of transmissibility 152

between seasons by statistical models as seen in [17] may include behavioral and other 153

changes over the course of the pandemic that are not related to seasonal changes. 154

We define two sets of locally employed NPIs that lead to a reduction in contacts at 155

home, school, work and other activities. These NPIs are implemented on a regional level 156

and are defined by two different levels of strictness which take effect when the incidence 157

values of an area reach 35 and 100, respectively. This corresponds to an average contact 158

reduction of 56% for incidence values above 35 and 76% for incidences above 100. All 159

NPIs dampen the contact frequencies between age groups based on contact patterns 160

before and during the pandemic; see [6] for further details. In addition we update the 161

school holidays during the summer for each state, which is implemented similar to a 162
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school lockdown during this time. This means that all pupils as well as school personnel 163

will have reduced contact rates during this time. 164

The contact frequency matrix Φ = (φi,j)i,j=1,...,n represents the (mean) daily
contacts of a person of age group i with people from age group j. The range of contact
patterns depends on the NPIs. The baseline and minimum number of contacts φB,i,j
and φM,i,j is obtained from [18,19] as described in [6, Sec. 3.2]. The resulting number of
contacts according to the NPIs then reads

φi,j =
∑

∗∈{H,S,W,O}

(
φB,∗,i,j −

(
1−

2∏
l=1

(1− r(l)∗,i,j)

)
(φB,∗,i,j − φM,∗,i,j)

)
. (29)

Here, ∗ ∈ {H,S,W,O} refers to the four locations of contact home, school, work, and 165

other, and r
(l)
∗ ∈ [0, 1] is the reduction factor in effective contacts as induced from 166

political decisions. The superindex l is the intervention level. With l = 1 we describe 167

interventions that yield direct contact reduction such as gathering bans. With l = 2 we 168

include protective effects from, e.g., face masks and distancing. In our simulations, 169

wearing masks equates to a 20% to 40% reduction in contacts in the categories school, 170

work and other. Testing implies that every commuter is tested once a week and will be 171

isolated if tested positive. 172

Alpha and Delta variant 173

To account for the Alpha variant in Germany [20, Report of Apr. 7], we use a 1.4 times
increased value for the transmission risk ρi [21] compared to the wild-type considered
in [6]. The Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 has already reached Germany and made up
approximately 48% - 59% of the different variants by July 4 [22, Situation Report of
July, 7]. Since Delta is 20%− 60% more infectious than the currently dominant Alpha
variant, it is safe to assume that Delta will continue to increase its share exponentially
as it did in the UK [23]. We assume that its share σδ doubles each week, so

σδ = min(1,
2

t
7

100
).

Our model reflects this development by increasing the infectiousness ρi = ρi(t) from 174

contacts at each day t. Including the seasonality sk(t) by eq (21) and (28), we obtain 175

ρi(t) = (1− σδ) · sk(t)ρ
(0)
i + σδ · 1.4 · sk(t)ρ

(0)
i , (30)

where ρ
(0)
i is the base transmission risk of the Alpha variant for age group i as given in 176

Table 1. 177

Results 178

All of our simulations begin on 6 June 2021 and run for 90 days. The number of 179

individuals at the start of the simulations are extrapolated from the RKI-database [24] 180

and DIVI-database [25]. Our aim is to analyze the effect of different relaxation 181

strategies of NPIs. Therefore, we define the following scenarios: 182

1. Timing of removal of locally employed NPIs: Regional NPIs are canceled either on 183

the first of July or the first of August. Lifting these means that the contact 184

patterns of all people revert to the way it was before the pandemic. 185

2. Testing commuters: Whether or not commuters are tested for infections once a 186

week. Commuters will be isolated if tested positive. 187
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Fig 2. Left: Number of individuals that have received the first dose of the vaccine at least three weeks ago and are not yet
fully vaccinated. Middle: Number of individuals that have either recovered from the virus or received their second dose of the
vaccine at least three weeks ago1. Right: Number of pupils that are currently on summer vacation

3. Wearing masks: whether or not masks will continue to be worn after regional 188

NPIs are lifted. In our simulations wearing masks equates to a 20% to 40% 189

reduction in contacts in the categories school, work and other. 190

The combination of the above three options leads to 8 different scenarios. Each 191

scenario consists of Monte Carlo runs with 1000 simulations. In the following, we focus 192

on four out of the eight scenarios, where we combine masks and testing, since their 193

impact proves not to be significant enough on their own. 194

We assume that Delta will make up more then 50% of the different variants within 195

40 days on the 16th of July and over 80% just 4 days later on the 20th of July. In 196

England, infection numbers began to rise again from day to day when Delta made up 197

80%. We expect to see a similar effect in our simulations. If all NPIs are lifted too soon, 198

we expect that the new Delta variant will lead to a significant increase in the number of 199

infections despite the ongoing vaccination process and especially in the younger age 200

groups. Even the summer school holidays during the simulation period might not be 201

enough to counteract the much more infectious variant. 202

As a basis for further analysis, we first consider Figure 2, where we depict the 203

number of people who have received their first dose of the vaccine, the people who are 204

immune to the virus, and the number of pupils on vacation in Germany. After a short 205

rise, the number of only once vaccinated individuals D1(t) in eq. (27) drops from about 206

22 million on 16 July to about 11 million on 26 July. Individuals that wait for their 207

second dose of vaccine are prioritized due to eq. (26). By 26 July, however, not many of 208

them are left. Hence, more people can get their first dose of vaccine which leads to a 209

slow rise until 15 August. Afterwards it drops again, since by that point the vaccine 210

saturation of 80% is reached within the eligible age groups. The number of people 211

immune to the virus, as shown in the middle of Fig. 2, almost linearly increases from 212

July to September. The increase is a little steeper in between 6 July and 26 July. Since 213

all regions in Germany have individual dates for their summer holidays, we provide the 214

number of pupils on holiday on the right of Fig. 2. From 16 June onward more and 215

more pupils will be on holiday with the maximum reached by the end of July. 216

We start analyzing the scenario with the weakest set of NPIs, namely a lifting of the 217

regional NPIs in July, without wearing masks and no testing (Scenario 1). This 218

basically equates to returning to the exact state that we had before the pandemic. The 219

number of infected, ICU admissions and deaths during the simulation are depicted in 220

Figure 3 (top) for an assumed 40% more infectious Delta variant. We observe that the 221

1Although the number of people that recover from the infection is different between each simulation,
the immune compartment is mostly dominated by the number of fully vaccinated people.
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Fig 3. Results of Scenario 1: Early opening in July, no masks, no testing. The median of 1000 runs is shown in blue; the
gray dotted lines are the 25% and 75% percentiles. The top row shows results with an assumed 40% more transmissible Delta
variant compared to 60% in the bottom row.

early opening leads to a rise of infections from about 6-16 July onward. This leads to a 222

continuous increase in the number of deaths. ICU admissions first decrease but start to 223

rise as well by the end of July. If we assume that Delta is 60% more infectious (Fig. 3, 224

bottom), there are about five times as many infected people as if we assume a 40% 225

higher infectiousness of Delta by the end of the simulation. In Figure 4 (top) we depict 226

the incidence (number of infections per 100.000 individuals) for the 6 age groups for 227

Delta-40%. In all age groups the incidences continuously rise. Despite the school 228

holidays the 5-14 year olds are affected the most since they are excluded from 229

vaccination. The 0-4 year olds are hit less due to a reduced infection risk. The 15-34 230

and 35-59 year olds have the same vaccination prioritization and nearly the same 231

incidence. Vaccination saturation in an age group is reached when 80% are vaccinated: 232

Hence, the 60-79 year olds are protected best. We see a slow rise in the incidence for the 233

age group 80+ since they have a higher risk of infection. In the median the rise in the 234

incidences is moderate. However, the 75%-percentile shows us the substantial risk of the 235

fourth infection wave. And this wave will hit the youngest age groups with incidences 236

between 1000 and nearly 2000, respectively. The middle age groups face incidences of 237

about 600 and the older age groups of about 250. With Delta-60% as shown in Figure 4 238

(bottom) the 5-15 year olds have incidences of 375 by the end of the simulation in the 239

median. Except for the two oldest groups (prioritized for vaccination), incidences rise 240

up to 150 in the rest of the population. 241

Scenario 2 also dismisses all regional NPIs in July, but masks will continue to be 242

worn and commuters are regularly tested for the virus (Fig. 5, top). In contrast to 243

Scenario 1, these continued NPIs lead to a decrease in the number of infections and also 244

in the ICU capacities while the death count during the simulation time remains similar 245

due to changes in the age structure of infection chains. Interestingly, after 6 June the 246

75% percentile for the number of infections shows a slight increase, reaches a local 247
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Fig 4. Age resolved results of Scenario 1: Early opening in July, no masks, no testing and 40% (top) or 60% (bottom) higher
transmissibility of Delta. The solid lines are the median of 1000 runs; the dotted lines are the 25% and 75% percentiles. The
median incidence values of the last timestep are 29.9, 68.6, 28.8, 27.8, 9.2, 14.5 (top) and 155.9, 375.0, 149.9, 139.0, 44.7, 75.5
(bottom) from young to old.
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Fig 5. Results of Scenario 2: Early opening in July, but masks will continue to be worn and commuters are tested for the
virus once a week. The median of 1000 runs is shown in blue; the gray dotted lines are the 25% and 75% percentiles. The top
row shows results with an assumed 40% more transmissible Delta variant compared to 60% in the bottom row.

maximum by the end of June, decreases, reaches a local minimum by 20 July and after 248

a slow rise begins to drop again. This corresponds to Fig. 2: The school holidays start 249

on 16 June and more and more schools will close with the maximum reached by the end 250

of July. On 20 July the Delta variant, however, reaches 80% and leads to rising infection 251

numbers until the vaccination effect probably takes hold and the numbers drop again 252

after 5 August. Even with Delta-60% (Fig. 5, bottom), continued wearing of masks and 253

testing leads to a decrease in infection numbers when we revert to the pre-pandemic 254

contact patterns in July. However, the 75% percentile begins to rise, as soon as the 255

Delta Variant hits a share of about 80% by July 20, and vaccination will not be enough 256

to counteract this development. This rise is then also prominent in the number of ICU 257

patients two weeks later. In Figure 6 (top-left) we see that the median for all age groups 258

is fairly low by the end of the simulation. However, the 75% percentiles are relatively 259

large, especially for the 5-14 year olds, that reach an incidence value of about 40 by the 260

end of the simulation. For Delta-60% (Fig. 6, top-right), we still reach low incidences in 261

the median, but the 75% percentile increases in all age groups. Again, the 5-14 year 262

olds are hit hardest with incidences of up to 300. 263

Scenario 3 postpones the relaxation of all regional NPIs to the first of August and 264

then immediately also lifts wearing of masks as well as testing of commuters. Figure 7 265

on the top shows a clear downward trend in case numbers as well as in ICU admissions. 266

Again, the 75% percentile shows a slow rise at the beginning, but the ongoing NPIs 267

prevent a rise even when Delta becomes dominant on 20 July. In the median, this also 268

holds for Delta-60% (Fig. 7, bottom). The 75% percentile, however, still rises when the 269

Delta Variant hits a share of 80%. The increase is slow at first and gets steeper by 15 270

August when the number of pupils on vacation begin to drop. Again, this leads to an 271

increase in the number of ICU admissions. In the median, the later opening leads to a 272

decrease in the infection numbers in all age groups (Fig. 6 top-left) for Delta-40%. 273
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Fig 6. Age resolved infected on September 3 for all scenarios. Top: incidence values (number of infections per 100.000
individuals) for each scenario for Delta 40% (left) and 60% (right). The transparent bars are the 75% percentiles (omitted for
Scenario 1) and the solid bars are the median values that are also shown in the table below plot. A reference from 1 July is
included for comparison. Bottom: infection ratios between age groups for Delta 40% (left) and 60% (right) for all scenarios
and the reference from 1 July. Note that both reference values are only calculated for Delta-60%, since the difference to
Delta-40% is negligible at that point in time.
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Fig 7. Results of Scenario 3: Late opening in August, no masks, no testing. The median of 1000 runs is shown in blue; the
gray dotted lines are the 25% and 75% percentiles. The top row shows results with an assumed 40% more transmissible Delta
variant compared to 60% in the bottom row.

However, the 75%-percentile stagnates at an incidence of 10 in the youngest age group 274

and rises for the 5-14 year olds when the summer holidays come to an end, compared to 275

the reference incidence values on July 1. For Delta-60% (Fig. 6, top-right), this rise in 276

the 75%-percentile is seen in all age groups and especially for the youngest two. 277

In Scenario 4, we analyze the most strict set of NPIs. In addition to a late opening 278

in August, we keep the mask mandate and test commuters once per week until the end 279

of the simulation. As expected, this scenario has the greatest chance of successfully 280

preventing another wave of infections. Figure 8 on the bottom shows that even in the 281

worst case predicted by the 75%-percentile with Delta-60%, the number of infections 282

drop after 5 August, despite the opening. The age resolved results (Fig. 6, top-left) for 283

Delta-40% show this decrease in all age groups, compared to the reference incidence 284

values on July 1. With Delta-60% (Fig. 6, top-right) there remains a risk with the 285

75%-percentile that the decrease in infection numbers is very slow: Even though the 286

incidence values for the older age groups have fallen significantly since July 1, the 287

incidence has only decreased by about 10% for the 5-15 year olds. 288

In Figure 6 (bottom) we see that even though the incidence values are very different 289

between each Scenario by the end of the simulation, the age distributed ratios are 290

largely the same across all four scenarios. This holds for Delta-40% (bottom-left) as well 291

as Delta-60% (bottom-right). A clear shift can also be seen in the ratios from the older 292

to the younger age-groups, compared to the reference ratios in July 1. 293

Discussion 294

With ongoing vaccination in Germany counteracted by the possible spread of new 295

SARS-CoV-2 variants, we are faced with the decision on when regional NPIs can be 296

safely lifted or NPIs like face masks and testing can be relaxed. This question is 297
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Fig 8. Results of Scenario 4: Late opening in August, while wearing masks and testing commuters once a week. The median
of 1000 runs is shown in blue; the gray dotted lines are the 25% and 75% percentiles. The top row shows results with an
assumed 40% more transmissible Delta variant compared to 60% in the bottom row.

investigated in our paper, and we provide a qualitative answer by comparing different 298

scenarios under the assumption that the Delta variant will be dominant in a few weeks. 299

Our results show that an opening with the removal of all NPIs would be too early in 300

July and might lead to another wave of infections (Scenario 1). Due to the high 301

discrepancy between the confidence intervals in Fig. 3, it is hard to predict the 302

magnitude of this new wave. However, we can safely assume that the number of 303

infections will grow even faster after the end of the simulation by the end of August as 304

these results are damped by the summer school holidays between July and September. 305

Fortunately, the school holidays function similar to a partial school closure. These are 306

particularly effective since pupils are not yet vaccinated in Germany and for all 307

scenarios the incidences are highest in the age group 5-14. Although this age group 308

contributes the most from the school holidays, this is also the age group that will not be 309

vaccinated any time soon. In particular, because vaccination of this age-group is 310

currently not recommended in Germany. The same holds for the 14-15 year olds but as 311

they are part of a much larger age group in our model, this is less visible. 312

Even with an early unrestricted opening, the rise in ICU admissions and deaths is 313

far less severe than the rise in the number of infections. This is due to the vaccine 314

prioritization strategy in Germany: People older then 60 years have a much higher 315

chance of experiencing a severe infection but will have received their second vaccine 316

dose by the end of June, which makes them immune to the virus. This effect is included 317

in our simulations due to the age resolved nature of our model. It should be noted, 318

however, that even with a lower death toll, there may be significant costs to public 319

health by long-term consequences such as post-covid syndrome (PCS) that prevents 320

approximately 11% of non-hospitalized patients from returning to work more than half 321

a year after their infection [26]. Additional measures like wearing masks and testing 322

commuters after the opening in July (Scenario 2) help to reduce the number of cases 323
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substantially. 324

Postponing the relaxation of regional NPIs to the first of August also has a great 325

benefit to the reduction of case numbers. This is due to the ongoing vaccination process. 326

By the first of July, only about 20 million people are fully vaccinated in our scenarios, 327

whereas there are about 35 million by the first of August as shown in Figure 2. In 328

addition, the overall transmission of the virus is reduced even further with the late 329

opening, since the two age groups that are over 60 years old will be almost completely 330

(80%) vaccinated, as they have a naturally higher risk of getting infected then people 331

from younger age groups [27]. However, if we dismiss wearing masks and testing 332

immediately (Scenario 3) and if we assume that Delta is 60% more infectious, we might 333

still see a rise in the number of infections when Delta is accountable for 80% of the 334

infections on 20 July. The safest scenario in our simulations is the fourth one where we 335

open by the first of August but continue to wear masks and test commuters. In that 336

case, another infection wave is rather unlikely even with the new Delta variant. Even 337

though the difference in the median of Scenarios 2 through 4 is fairly negligible, there is 338

still a real world risk of another wave of infections based on the increase in case 339

numbers of the higher percentiles. 340

In all of our scenarios we see a clear shift of infections from the older to the younger 341

age groups and especially to the school children. The quantity of this shift depends on 342

Delta’s infectiousness and NPIs but in the worst cases the age group 5-14 is overrun by 343

an infection wave. 344

Our modeling approach aims at providing a data-based comparison of different 345

scenarios for lifting regional NPIs with or without the continuation of additional 346

wearing of masks and testing. Limitations of our approach include the assumptions that 347

we have to make for the Delta variant. Our models do not account for lower efficacy of 348

the vaccine in protecting against the Delta variant. Due to the much higher 349

transmission, the new Delta variant will have a profound impact on the course of the 350

pandemic but more real-world data is required to exactly quantify Delta’s contribution. 351

Furthermore, we do not model testing of pupils or general individuals. We restrict this 352

to the commuters who have a high chance of spreading the virus from one region in 353

Germany to another. This approximates the testing of the working community in 354

Germany. Due to the summer holidays, the testing of pupils is less relevant. 355

Furthermore, we do not consider border regions, i.e., the impact of systematically higher 356

incidences in a neighbouring country. We also cannot account for all travelling activities 357

during the holidays. Some parameters in our model require further investigation; after 358

each dose we assume a time period of three weeks for the effect of vaccination to take 359

hold which is quite conservative as other studies show effects after two weeks [28] or 360

even after 6-8 days [29]. Further, the 100% immunity after the second vaccination is 361

also only an approximation that we need to relax for the Delta variant, and we need to 362

investigate its influence. The reduction factors for the infection risks after each dose 363

need to be further evaluated for the different vaccine varieties and adopted accordingly. 364

Another limitation of our work is the exact quantification of the strength of distinct 365

NPIs. While the timing at which the NPIs are lifted is fairly straightforward and testing 366

can be achieved by isolating a portion of the infected commuting population, other NPI 367

related effects e.g. wearing masks or social distancing are achieved by reducing the 368

number of contacts. The effect of wearing masks corresponds to a contact reduction in 369

schools, at work or at other leisure activities which was sampled from a uniform 370

distribution between 20%− 40% in our simulation and can therefore be replaced by 371

other NPIs that yield the same amount of contact reduction. 372

We do not aim to predict exact infection numbers, but we provide a comparative 373

evaluation of how the timing of NPI dismissals increase or reduce the likelihood of a 374

further spread SARS-CoV-2 in the light of the Delta variant and vaccination. So far, our 375
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results indicate that a postponed lifting of NPIs by 1 August while still wearing masks 376

and testing commuters provides a fair chance of avoiding a fourth wave. However, the 377

estimate is conservative in many aspects and even then many Monte Carlo simulations 378

with a rising fourth wave exist. If we open by 1 July already, additional NPIs are 379

advisable, but a high risk of another infections wave remains. Our scenarios present 380

different manifestations of the current race of vaccinations against Delta variant. The 381

winner depends on continuation of NPIs, vaccination speed, and the properties of Delta. 382

But in all scenarios, it is the school children who have not yet been vaccinated in whom 383

a fourth wave triggers the highest numbers of infections, despite the school vacations. 384

Conclusion 385

In this study we analyzed different strategies for removing the restrictions of non 386

pharmaceutical interventions that were in effect during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, 387

while accounting for the new Delta variant and the ongoing vaccination process. We 388

have shown that at the current rate of vaccination, there is still a great risk of another 389

wave of infections if NPIs are lifted too early. The severity of these infections will be 390

significantly reduced compared to previous waves due to the prioritization of the older 391

population during the vaccination process. Nevertheless, under the assumption that the 392

Delta variant takes over, it seems advisable to keep wearing masks and testing in place 393

for some further time after lifting all other restrictions to ensure the population’s safety. 394

Due to the many uncertainties regarding the simulated results e.g. the true risk of 395

infection of the new Delta variant, as well as the speed at which it will take over, the 396

seasonality or even the compliance of the population, it is of paramount importance 397

that we continue to monitor the real-world dynamic of the pandemic, continue the 398

vaccination process as fast as possible and adopt the necessary NPIs accordingly. 399

Additionally, we now have the unique chance to protect the health of school children 400

and their right to normal school operation in autumn. In all our scenarios rising 401

infection numbers will hit school children the hardest. And if we return to our 402

pre-pandemic ways too soon, these numbers rise hard and fast. Then, the opening of 403

schools and seasonality will further drive the infection in this age group. It appears 404

appropriate to take preventive hygiene measures in preparation of school openings in 405

order to allow for a sustainable education. 406
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